Structure, expression, and regulation of members of the developmentally controlled V and H gene classes from Dictyostelium.
We have examined the expression and structure of vegetative specific genes belonging to the V and H gene classes. Both classes of genes are deactivated at the onset of development by a reduction in the rate of transcription. Thus, the genes must be reactivated when the terminally differentiated spores germinate and the resulting amebae return to the vegetative state. During germination, activation of expression of most members of the V gene class was found to parallel the emergence of amoebae from the spore coats. The activation of the V genes did not occur when protein synthesis was inhibited. The timing of activation of the H genes was more heterogeneous and did not parallel emergence. H gene activation occurred even when protein synthesis was inhibited. V4 was found to be the only vegetative specific gene that was responsive to the presence of bacteria. V4 expression was induced by 25-100 fold via transcriptional activation when bacteria were added to amebae growing axenically. Isolation and sequence analysis of the corresponding genomic clones revealed that two V genes, V18 and V1, encode ribosomal proteins. Promoter analysis has delineated the sequences necessary for expression and regulation for several of the V and H genes. In all cases, expression was determined by sequences within the first several hundred base pairs of the transcription start site. For V18 and V14, a positive constitutive element was identified in addition to the sequences involved in regulation. Finally, all of the characterizations and findings are discussed in terms of postulated models for V and H gene expression and regulation.